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MANY Kt’S; NO LARGE CLIQUES OR STARS
R. KIRSCH AND A.J. RADCLIFFE
Abstract. Zykov showed in 1949 that among graphs on n vertices with clique number ω(G) ≤ ω, the
Tura´n graph Tω(n) maximizes not only the number of edges but also the number of copies of Kt for
each size t. The problem of maximizing the number of copies of Kt has also been studied within other
classes of graphs, such as those on n vertices with maximum degree ∆(G) ≤ ∆.
We combine these restrictions and investigate which graphs with ∆(G) ≤ ∆ and ω(G) ≤ ω maximize
the number of copies of Kt per vertex. We define ft(∆, ω) as the supremum of ρt, the number of copies
of Kt per vertex, among such graphs, and show for fixed t and ω that ft(∆, ω) = (1 + o(1))ρt(Tω(∆ +⌊
∆
ω−1
⌋
)). For two infinite families of pairs (∆, ω), we determine ft(∆, ω) exactly for all t ≥ 3. For
another we determine ft(∆, ω) exactly for the two largest possible clique sizes. Finally, we demonstrate
that not every pair (∆, ω) has an extremal graph that simultaneously maximizes the number of copies
of Kt per vertex for every size t.
1. Introduction
Tura´n graphs maximize the number of edges among n-vertex graphs with bounded clique number
ω(G) ≤ ω. Zykov generalized Tura´n’s theorem, showing that the same graphs also maximize the
number of copies of Kt for each size t.
Theorem 1.1 (Zykov [6]). If t ≥ 2 and G is a graph with n vertices and ω(G) ≤ ω, then
kt(G) ≤ kt(Tω(n)),
where Tω(n) is the Tura´n graph with ω parts. The extremal graph is unique except when Tω(n) has no
Kt’s (i.e. when n < t or ω < t).
The problem of maximizing the number of cliques among n-vertex graphs with bounded maximum
degree ∆(G) ≤ ∆ has also been studied. Cutler and Radcliffe [1] showed that aK∆+1 ∪ Kb, where
n = a(∆ + 1) + b and 0 ≤ b ≤ ∆, maximizes the total number of cliques, answering a question of
Galvin [3]. Gan, Loh, and Sudakov [4] conjectured that the same graphs also maximize the number
of copies of Kt for each fixed size t ≥ 3. They proved this conjecture for a = 1, answering a question
of Engbers and Galvin [2], and Cutler and Radcliffe proved the conjecture for ∆ ≤ 6. The analogue
of this problem that fixes the number of edges instead of the number of vertices was investigated by
the present authors in [5].
In this paper we combine the constraints ω(G) ≤ ω and ∆(G) ≤ ∆ and define ft(∆, ω) to be
the maximum number of Kt’s per vertex among graphs in this class. In Section 3, we give upper
and lower bounds on ft(∆, ω) for all triples (t,∆, ω). The bounds are asymptotically equivalent as
∆→∞. When ω − 1 divides ∆ the bounds agree and are achieved by certain Tura´n graphs.
In Section 4, we find graphs that achieve ft(∆, ω) exactly, when ∆ = ω. In Section 5, we find graphs
that achieve ft(∆, ω) exactly, when ∆ = ω + 1 and t = ω − 1 or ω. Finally, we find ft(∆, ω) for three
other triples (t,∆, ω) in Section 6. These examples demonstrate that for fixed ∆ and ω, it can be the
case that different graphs maximize the number of Kt’s per vertex for different values of t. Several
open problems remain and are discussed in Section 7.
2. Definitions and preliminaries
Most of our graph theoretic notation is standard. For instance, we write Tr(n) for the r-partite
Tura´n graph on n vertices.
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Definition 2.1. The class of graphs we are concerned with is G(∆, ω), those graphs G with ∆(G) ≤ ∆
and ω(G) ≤ ω.
Definition 2.2. We write kt(G) for the number of complete subgraphs of size t in G, and define
ρt(G) =
kt(G)
|V (G)|
.
We also consider local versions of the clique count. We define the t-weight of a vertex v to be the
number of Kt’s containing v, denoted kt(v). The t-weight of an edge e is the number of Kt’s containing
e, denoted kt(e).
Let us temporarily define
kt(n,∆, ω) = max{kt(G) : |V (G)| = n,G ∈ G(∆, ω)}.
It is clear that kt(n,∆, ω) is superadditive (i.e., that kt(x+ y,∆, ω) ≥ kt(x,∆, ω) + kt(y,∆, ω)), since
the disjoint union of the graphs G and H that achieve kt(x,∆, ω) and kt(y,∆, ω) respectively, is a
graph on x + y vertices with G ∪ H ∈ G(∆, ω) that has kt(G ∪ H) = kt(x,∆, ω) + kt(y,∆, ω). By
Fekete’s Lemma we have
lim
n→∞
kt(n,∆, ω)
n
= sup
{kt(n,∆, ω)
n
: n ∈ N
}
.
We denote the limit by ft(∆, ω). This parameter is the topic of the paper. Our approach will often be
to consider the t-weights of vertices v and bound the average t-weight. The following lemma gives a
best possible bound on the t-weight of a vertex in a graph from G(∆, ω). In the lemma and in the rest
of the paper we write N(v) and N [v] for the graphs induced by the open and closed neighborhoods of
v respectively.
Lemma 2.3. For t ≥ 2, a vertex v in a graph G ∈ G(∆, ω) has kt(v) ≤ kt−1(Tω−1(∆)), with equality
if and only if N(v) ≃ Tω−1(∆).
Proof. The Kt’s containing v correspond bijectively to the Kt−1’s in N(v), so kt(v) = kt−1(N(v)). In
particular, the size of the largest clique ω(N(v)) ≤ ω − 1 because ω(G) ≤ ω. The neighborhood N(v)
has d(v) ≤ ∆ vertices. Applying Zykov’s theorem to N(v) with ∆ vertices and clique number ω − 1
yields the result. 
This lemma makes possible the following definition.
Definition 2.4. A vertex v is perfect if N(v) ≃ Tω−1(∆). Equivalently (by Lemma 2.3), v is perfect
if it has the maximum weight kt(v) for all clique sizes t ≥ 2.
Observation 2.5. We will often consider a subgraph H of G, for instance that induced by the closed
neighborhood of a perfect vertex, and think about how it is connected to the rest of the graph. If we
are in luck, for every e ∈ E(H,G \H), kt(e) = 0. We call such a subgraph detachable since
kt(G) = kt(H) + kt(G \H).
Now if ρt(G \H) ≤ α by induction and ρt(H) ≤ α, then
ρt(G) =
kt(G)
n
=
kt(H) + kt(G \H)
n
≤
α|H| + α(n − |H|)
n
= α.
The following definition describes the places in H where there might be edges to G \H.
Definition 2.6. Given a graph G ∈ G(∆, ω) and an induced subgraph H of G, we say that v ∈ V (H)
is a border vertex of H if dH(v) < ∆. If v is a border vertex we write d×(v) for the number of
cross-edges from v to G \H; i.e. |N(v) \H|.
Bounds on the number of cross-edges at border vertices allow us to show a subgraphH is detachable.
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Lemma 2.7. For a subgraph H of G, let B be the subgraph of G induced by the border vertices of H.
Let i = ω(B). Suppose each border vertex v has d×(v) ≤ j. Then for t > i+ j, H is detachable. If, in
addition, each i-clique of B has some vertex v with d×(v) < j, then for t > i+ j − 1, H is detachable.
Proof. Suppose v is a border vertex of H. Any Kt containing both v and a vertex of G\H must meet
H only in vertices of B, since the non-border vertices of H cannot have neighbors outside H. There
are at most i+ j possible vertices in any Kt that contains both v and a vertex outside H: at most i
vertices in a largest clique in B, and at most j vertices outside H that are adjacent to v.
If, in addition, each i-clique of B has some vertex with at most j − 1 cross-edges, then the largest
size clique that can contain a cross-edge is at most i + j − 1: either at most i vertices in B with at
most j − 1 vertices outside H, or at most i− 1 vertices in B with at most j vertices outside H. 
Another technique we will use is to translate bounds on all the kt(v) in a graph G into bounds on
kt(G). The following lemma makes this explicit.
Lemma 2.8. For any graph G if kt(v) ≤ m for all v ∈ V (G) then ρt(G) ≤ m/t.
Proof. By counting in two ways the pairs (v,K) consisting of a vertex v and a subset K ⊆ V (G)
inducing a complete graph of size t, we obtain
tkt(G) =
∑
v∈V (G)
kt(v) ≤ m|V (G)|. 
3. Bounds on ft(∆, ω) and Tura´n Graphs
For every t, ∆, and ω, there is a Tura´n graph G with ∆(G) ≤ ∆ and ω(G) ≤ ω that gives a lower
bound on ft(∆, ω). A different Tura´n graph bounds the number of kt−1’s at each vertex, giving an
upper bound on ft(∆, ω). We use these bounds to determine the asymptotic behavior of ft(∆, ω) for
fixed t and ω as ∆→∞. When ω− 1 divides ∆, we determine ft(∆, ω) exactly and give the extremal
graphs.
We will use the following count of Kt’s in Tura´n graphs for both bounds.
Lemma 3.1. The number of copies of Kt in the Tura´n graph Tr(n) is
kt(Tr(n)) =
c∑
k=0
(
c
k
)(
r − c
t− k
)
(q + 1)kqt−k,
where n = qr + c and 0 ≤ c < r.
Proof. The graph Tr(n) has r parts, c of size q + 1 and r − c of size q. The terms in the sum count
the number of Kt’s having k vertices in parts of size q + 1. 
Definition 3.2. Given ∆ and ω, we define the lower bound graph L(∆, ω) as follows. First, we define
a and b by
∆ = a(ω − 1) + b and 0 ≤ b < ω − 1. (1)
We let L(∆, ω) be Tω(∆ + a). Throughout this section we will use a and b as defined in (1).
It is often, but not always, the case that the lower bound graph attains ft(∆, ω). Of course, it
always serves to give us a lower bound.
Lemma 3.3. For all t,∆, ω ≥ 2 we have
ft(∆, ω) ≥ ρt(Tω(∆ + a)) =
1
aω + b
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − b
t− k
)
(a+ 1)kat−k.
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Proof. Set n = aω + b = ∆+ a and let G = Tω(n). Clearly ω(G) ≤ ω. The maximum degree of G is
achieved by any vertex in a part of size a, and is
∆(G) = n− a = ∆.
Therefore G ∈ G(∆, ω) and ft(∆, ω) ≥ ρt(G). Lemma 3.1 with r = ω gives
kt(G) =
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − b
t− k
)
(a+ 1)k(a)t−k. 
For the upper bound on ft(∆, ω), we will use the upper bound on the number of Kt’s at a single
vertex.
Lemma 3.4. For all t,∆, ω ≥ 2 we have
ft(∆, ω) ≤
1
t
kt−1(Tω−1(∆)) =
1
t
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − 1− b
t− 1− k
)
(a+ 1)kat−1−k.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, if G ∈ G(∆, ω) then for every vertex v we have
kt(v) ≤ kt−1(Tω−1(∆)).
Applying Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 3.1 we get
ρt(G) ≤
1
t
kt−1(Tω−1(∆)) =
1
t
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − 1− b
t− 1− k
)
(a+ 1)k(a)t−1−k. 
As an immediate consequence, we have the following exact bounds.
Theorem 3.5. For all 2 ≤ t ≤ ω, if ω − 1 divides ∆, then
ft(∆, ω) = ρt(L(∆, ω)).
Proof. When ω − 1 divides ∆, we have b = 0 and a = ∆/(ω − 1), so by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we get
1
aω
(
ω
t
)
at = ρt(Tω(∆ + a)) ≤ ft(∆, ω) ≤
1
t
kt−1(Tω−1(∆)) =
1
t
(
ω − 1
t− 1
)
at−1.
Since the two ends of this string of inequalities agree we have equality throughout. 
As ∆→∞, the upper and lower bounds from the previous two lemmas agree asymptotically.
Theorem 3.6. For fixed t and ω, and ∆→∞,
ft(∆, ω) = (1 + o∆(1))ρt
(
Tω
(
∆+ a
))
= (1 + o∆(1))
1
t
(
ω − 1
t− 1
)( ∆
ω − 1
)t−1
.
Proof. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 together give lower and upper bounds on ft(∆, ω). Let a, b be defined as
in equation (1) as functions of ∆ and ω. As ∆→∞, our upper bound (divided by ∆t−1) tends to
lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
1
t
kt−1(Tω−1(∆)) = lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
1
t
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − 1− b
t− 1− k
)
(a+ 1)kat−1−k
= lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
1
t
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − 1− b
t− 1− k
)(
∆
ω − 1
)t−1
=
(
1
ω − 1
)t−1 1
t
(
ω − 1
t− 1
)
.
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On the other hand the limiting ratio of the lower bound is
lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
ρt
(
Tω
(
∆+ a
))
= lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
1
∆ + a
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − b
t− k
)
(a+ 1)kat−k
= lim
∆→∞
1
∆t−1
ω − 1
∆ω
b∑
k=0
(
b
k
)(
ω − b
t− k
)(
∆
ω − 1
)t
=
(
1
ω − 1
)t−1 1
ω
(
ω
t
)
.
Since 1
ω
(
ω
t
)
= 1
t
(
ω−1
t−1
)
the limits agree. 
Sufficiently small graphs G cannot have greater Kt density than the lower bound graph L(∆, ω).
To prove this we will use the following lemma that ρt(Tω(n)) weakly increases with n.
Lemma 3.7. For given t, ω, and n ≤ m, ρt(Tω(n)) ≤ ρt(Tω(m)).
Proof. Let n = qω + c with 0 ≤ c ≤ ω − 1. Observe that for an n-vertex graph G, ρt(G) increases
with n if and only if tρt(G) =
1
n
∑
v∈V (G) kt(v), the average t-weight, does. In Tω(n), there are
c(q + 1) vertices with t-weight kt(v) = kt−1(Tω−1(n − q − 1)) and (ω − c)q vertices with t-weight
kt(v) = kt−1(Tω−1(n− q)). Note that kt−1(Tω−1(n− q − 1)) ≤ kt−1(Tω−1(n− q)). Let
α = (c(q + 1)kt−1(Tω−1(n− q − 1)) + (ω − c)qkt−1(Tω−1(n− q)))/n = tρt(Tω(n));
since α is the average t-weight, we have α ≤ kt−1(Tω−1(n − q)). Let v be a vertex in Tω(n + 1) such
that Tω(n+1)−v ≃ Tω(n). Then kt(v) = kt−1(Tω−1(n− q)) ≥ α. The other vertices of Tω(n+1) have
at least as many Kt’s in Tω(n+1) as in Tω(n+1)− v ≃ Tω(n). Therefore tρt(Tω(n)) ≤ tρt(Tω(n+1)),
and ρt(Tω(n)) ≤ ρt(Tω(m)). 
Lemma 3.8. For an n-vertex graph G ∈ G(∆, ω) with n ≤ ∆+ a and t ≥ 2, ρt(G) ≤ ρt(L(∆, ω)).
Proof. By Zykov’s Theorem, kt(G) ≤ kt(Tω(n)), and dividing by n, ρt(G) ≤ ρt(Tω(n)). By Lemma
3.7, ρ(Tω(n)) ≤ ρt(Tω(∆ + a)) = ρt(L(∆, ω)). 
4. Computing ft(r, r)
In this section we show that for all r ∈ N and t ≥ 3 the optimal ratio ft(r, r) is achieved by
Tr(r + 1) ≃ Kr+1 − e. We start with several lemmas addressing the case t = 3. In outline, we’ll
show that vertices in a graph G ∈ G(r, r) are either perfect, seriously imperfect, or are contained in a
configuration in which the average value of k3(v) is low. We discuss this borderline case first, which
requires a (temporary) definition.
Definition 4.1. If G ∈ G(r, r), C ⊆ V (G) has size r + 1, and G[C] is complete except for (exactly)
two missing edges then we call C a configuration in G.
Lemma 4.2. If r ≥ 5, G ∈ G(r, r), and C is a configuration in G, then the average 3-weight of vertices
in C is at most
(
r
2
)
− 3, i.e., ∑
v∈C
k3(v) ≤ (r + 1)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
.
[Here we are computing k3(v) in G, not in G[C].]
Proof. Let e and f be the two edges of G[C].
Case 4.2.1. e and f are incident.
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Let w be the vertex common to e and f , and let x and y be the other vertices in e ∪ f . By the
degree condition w has at most two neighbors outside C, and each of x and y has at most one neighbor
outside C. We see that
k3(w) ≤
(
r − 2
2
)
+ 1 =
(
r
2
)
− 2(r − 2), and
k3(x), k3(y) ≤
(
r − 1
2
)
+ 1 =
(
r
2
)
− (r − 2).
For the first, note that w is in a triangle with every pair from C \ {w, x, y} and at most one with its
external neighbors. The vertex x (and similarly y) is in a triangle with each pair from C \ {x,w} and
at most one with y and a common exterior neighbor. All r − 2 remaining vertices in C are in exactly(
r
2
)
− 2 triangles. Thus
∑
v∈C
k3(v) ≤ (r + 1)
(
r
2
)
− 6(r − 2) = (r + 1)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
+ (15− 3r) ≤ (r + 1)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
,
for r ≥ 5.
Case 4.2.2. e and f are not incident.
Let e = {x, y}. Then x has at most one neighbor outside N [v] and
k3(x) ≤
((r − 1
2
)
− 1
)
+ 2 =
(
r
2
)
− (r − 2)
since x is in a triangle with every pair from C \ e except for the pair f and also at most two triangles
involving its exterior neighbor. The same calculation applies to every vertex in e ∪ f , and each of the
other r − 3 vertices of C is in exactly
(
r
2
)
− 2 triangles. Thus
∑
v∈C
k3(v) ≤ (r + 1)
(
r
2
)
− 4(r − 2)− 2(r − 3) = (r + 1)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
+ (17 − 3r) ≤ (r + 1)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
,
for r ≥ 6.

The following lemma establishes the useful fact that configurations are either identical or disjoint.
Lemma 4.3. If r ≥ 6 and G ∈ G(r, r) then any two distinct configurations in G are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose that configurations C and D have C ∩ D 6= ∅; we will show that C = D. Let
R = G[C ∪D] and i = |C ∩D|. Let v ∈ C ∩D be a vertex with the minimum value of dR(v) among
vertices in C ∩D. Let δI be this minimum value. Then
r ≥ dG(v) = |C ∪D| − 1− δI = (2r + 2− i)− 1− δI ,
so i ≥ r + 1− δI . In particular if δI = 0 then C = D. But since R has at most 4 edges, if δI ≥ 1 then
i ≤ 4. In summary
4 ≥ i ≥ r + 1− δI .
If δI is 1 or 2 then 4 ≥ i ≥ r − 1, so r ≤ 5, contradicting our hypothesis on r. If δI = 3 or 4,
then i = 1; otherwise there would be more than 2 edges of R in at least one of C or D. Then
1 = i ≥ r + 1− 4 = r − 3, contradicting r ≥ 6. This leaves only the possibility that δI = 0.

Now we prove most of the cases when t = 3.
Lemma 4.4. For r ≥ 6, f3(r, r) = ρ3(Tr(r + 1)).
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Proof. First note that ρ3(G) ≤ ρ3(Tr(r + 1)) for all graphs G on at most r + 1 vertices by Lemma
3.8. Suppose then that G ∈ G(r, r) has at least r + 2 vertices. Consider first the case that there
is a perfect vertex v in G. Then N [v] ≃ Tr(r + 1), a Kr+1 minus an edge. There are at most two
possible edges between N [v] and G \N [v], at most one incident to each of the non-adjacent vertices,
and none at the other vertices of N [v], since ∆(G) ≤ r. Thus N [v] is detachable, so by induction,
ρ3(G) ≤ ρ3(Tr(r + 1)).
Now consider the case where G has no perfect vertex. Every vertex v is either of degree at most
r − 1 or has at least two missing edges in its neighborhood. Thus for all v ∈ V (G) we have
k3(v) ≤ max
((r
2
)
− 2,
(
r − 1
2
))
=
(
r
2
)
− 2.
If v achieves this upper bound on k3(v) then v is in a configuration—N [v] to be precise. Thus from
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we get∑
v∈V (G)
k3(v) =
∑
v not in any configuration
k3(v) +
∑
C a configuration
∑
v∈C
k3(v)
≤ n(G)
((r
2
)
− 3
)
,
so
ρ3(G) ≤
1
3
((r
2
)
− 3
)
=
1
r + 1
(
r + 1
3
)
− 1
<
1
r + 1
((r + 1
3
)
− (r − 1)
)
= ρ3(Tr(r + 1)). 
All remaining cases are covered by a uniform argument that is the main focus of the proof of the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. For all 3 ≤ t ≤ r we have ft(r, r) = ρt(Tr(r + 1)).
Proof. First note that ρt(G) ≤ ρt(Tr(r + 1)) for all graphs G on at most r + 1 vertices by Lemma
3.8. Consider then G ∈ G(r, r), a graph on n vertices with n > r + 1. Suppose first that there is a
perfect vertex v in G. Then N [v] ≃ Tr(r+1). As in the proof of Lemma 4.4 N [v] is detachable, so by
induction ρt(G) ≤ ρt(Tr(r + 1)).
Henceforth we may assume that there is no perfect vertex in G. Thus any vertex v with d(v) = r
has at least two missing edges in its neighborhood. Thinking of N(v) as Tr−1(r) with at least one
edge removed, and noting that every edge in Tr−1(r) belongs to some copy of Kr−1 we have
kt(v) = kt−1(N(v)) ≤ kt−1(Tr−1(r))−
(
r − 3
t− 3
)
=
(
r
t− 1
)
−
(
r − 2
t− 3
)
−
(
r − 3
t− 3
)
.
On the other hand if d(v) ≤ r − 1 then kt(v) ≤
(
r−1
t−1
)
. Observing that(
r
t− 1
)
−
(
r − 1
t− 1
)
=
(
r − 1
t− 2
)
=
(
r − 2
t− 3
)
+
(
r − 2
t− 2
)
≥
(
r − 2
t− 3
)
+
(
r − 3
t− 3
)
,
we in fact have that
kt(v) ≤
(
r
t− 1
)
−
(
r − 2
t− 3
)
−
(
r − 3
t− 3
)
for all v ∈ V (G). Now Lemma 2.8 implies that ρt(G) ≤
((
r
t−1
)
−
(
r−2
t−3
)
−
(
r−3
t−3
))
/t and it only remains
to show that (
r
t−1
)
−
((
r−2
t−3
)
+
(
r−3
t−3
))
t
≤
(
r+1
t
)
−
(
r−1
t−2
)
r + 1
= ρt(Tr(r + 1)).
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The leading terms on the two sides sides cancel, so actually we need to prove that
t
(
r − 1
t− 2
)
≤ (r + 1)
((r − 2
t− 3
)
+
(
r − 3
t− 3
))
.
Clearing fractions (by multiplying by (t−2)!) and cancelling the factor (r−3)(r−4) · · · (r−t) common
to all terms, we are reduced to showing that
t(r − 1)(r − 2) ≤ (r + 1)(t− 2)
(
(r − 2) + (r − t− 1)
)
= (r + 1)(t− 2)(2r − t− 1),
i.e., that
0 ≤ −(r + 1)t2 + (r2 + 6r − 1)t+ (−4r2 − 2r + 2),
i.e., that
4−
6
r + 1
≤ t ≤ r + 1.
This clearly holds for t ≥ 4. It only holds when t = 3 if r ≤ 5, but fortunately Lemma 4.4 covers the
remaining cases. 
5. Computing fr−1(r + 1, r) and fr(r + 1, r)
In this section we make progress on computing ft(r+1, r). We show that for the two largest possible
sizes, t = r − 1 and t = r, the extremal graphs are the lower bound graph L(r + 1, r).
The following lemma describes the possibilities for the closed neighborhood of an almost perfect
vertex in the graphs we are considering. It is an immediate consequence of the translated version that
follows it.
Lemma 5.1. For r ≥ 3, if N is a graph with |V (N)| ≤ r + 2, ω(N) ≤ r, and kr(G) = 3, then
N = Kr+2 −K3 or N = Kr+2 − P4.
Lemma 5.2. If C is a graph with no vertex cover of size at most 1 and exactly 3 vertex covers of size
2 then C is either the union of K3 with isolated vertices or the union of P4 with isolated vertices.
Proof. We first show that C contains either a K3 or two disjoint edges. If ∆(C) ≤ 1 then C must
contain two disjoint edges else it has a vertex cover of size at most 1. Otherwise pick v with d(v) ≥ 2.
Since {v} is not a vertex cover there must be an edge e of C not incident with v. Either e joins two
neighbors of v, and C contains a K3, or e is disjoint from some edge incident with v.
Note that if C ′ is any spanning subgraph of C then C ′ has at least as many vertex covers of any
given size as C does. In particular, if K3 ⊆ C then, since K3 has exactly 3 vertex covers of size
2, any other edge of C must be incident to at least one vertex from each pair of vertices in K3, an
impossibility. Thus in this case G is the union of K3 and isolates.
On the other hand, if 2K2 ⊆ C, then we note that 2K2 has four vertex covers of size 2: each
non-adjacent pair of vertices is a vertex cover. C cannot have three disjoint edges since 3K2 has no
vertex covers of size 2. If there is an edge of C incident with only one of the edges in the 2K2 then
P3 ∪K2 ⊆ C and so C has at most 2 vertex covers of size 2. Finally, we can’t have a C4 in C; that
has only two vertex covers of size 2. The only remaining possibility is that C is the union of P4 and
isolates. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Since kr(N) = 3, N cannot have r or fewer vertices. If N has r + 1 vertices
there must be three vertices whose removal leaves a complete graph, and hence N itself is complete
on r + 1 = 3 vertices, contradicting r ≥ 3. Thus N has r + 2 vertices.
Letting C = N , we see that C satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.2 and we are done. 
Theorem 5.3. For r ≥ 4, fr(r + 1, r) = ρr(Tr(r + 2)) =
4
r+2 .
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Proof. First note that ρr(G) ≤ ρr(Tr(r+2)) for all graphs G on at most r+2 vertices by Lemma 3.8.
Let G be a graph in G(r+1, r). A perfect vertex v in G would have N(v) ≃ Tr−1(r+1). Since r ≥ 4,
we have r+1
r−1 < 2, and so Tr−1(r + 1) has r − 3 parts of size 1 and two parts of size 2. The closed
neighborhood N [v] would be isomorphic to Tr(r+ 2), which has r− 2 parts of size 1 and two parts of
size 2. Thus we would have kr(v) = 4. Only perfect vertices achieve kr(v) = 4.
Case 5.3.1. G has a perfect vertex v.
The closed neighborhood N [v] ≃ Tr(r + 2) is detachable. The border vertices are the four vertices
in the parts of size 2; the largest clique on them is a K2. A border vertex has at most 1 cross-edge.
Since 2 + 1 < r, Lemma 2.7 shows N [v] is detachable, and we are done by induction.
Case 5.3.2. G has a vertex v such that kr(v) = 3.
It is easy to check that in this case N = N [v] satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, and therefore
N ≃ Kr+2−K3 or N ≃ Kr+2−P4. We will show that in either case N is detachable. If N ≃ Kr+2−K3,
then the independent set of border vertices B has clique number 1, and each border vertex has at
most 2 cross-edges. By Lemma 2.7, N is detachable.
If N ≃ Kr+2−P4, then border vertices B of N induce a P4 (the complement of the one subtracted)
with clique number 2. Since every edge of B contains a vertex w with d×(w) < 2. Therefore, by
Lemma 2.7 N is detachable for t ≥ 4, and in particular for r. It is also suboptimal: ρr(N) =
3
r+2 <
4
r+2 = ρr(Tr(r + 2)). Hence we are done by induction.
Case 5.3.3. kr(v) ≤ 2 for all vertices v of G.
In this case we have (by Lemma 2.8) that
ρr(G) ≤
2
r
<
4
r + 2
= ρr(Tr(r + 2)). 
We are able to extend the methods of Lemma 5.1 to deal with bounds on kr−2(N), and having done
so we will extend the previous result to prove that Tr+2(r) is also optimal for ρr−1 in G(r + 1, r). As
before, the lemma is easier to understand in a complementary version.
Lemma 5.4. For r ≥ 5, if N is a graph on at most r + 1 vertices such that ω(N) ≤ r − 1 and
4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
≤ kr−2(G) < 4r − 8,
then N ≃ Kr+1 −K3 or G ≃ Kr+1 − P4.
Lemma 5.5. If C is a graph on r+ 1 vertices having no vertex cover of size 1, such that the number
of vertex covers of size 3 in C, denoted c3, satisfies
4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
≤ c3 < 4r − 8,
then C is either the union of K3 with isolated vertices or the union of P4 with isolated vertices.
Proof. First note that, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, C contains either a K3 or two disjoint
edges. Now we’ll show that ∆(C) ≤ 2. If v is a vertex of degree at least 3 then there is at most one
vertex cover of size 3 not containing v since it must contain each of v’s neighbors. On the other hand
C \ {v} has some edge (since there is no dominating vertex) so the number of vertex covers of size 3
containing v is at most 2r − 3: we have to augment {v} with a vertex cover of size 2 of N \ {v}, of
which there are at most 2r − 3. But for r ≥ 3 we have
2r − 2 < 4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
,
contradicting our hypothesis on c3.
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Now, in similar fashion, we’ll show that C can’t contain 3P2, P3 ∪ P2, or C4. In the first case we’d
have at most 8 vertex covers of size 3, and, for r ≥ 5,
c3 ≤ 8 < 4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
.
For the next case, note that vertex covers of C would have to contain two or three vertices from
P3 ∪ P2, so, splitting the count according to which it is,
c3 ≤ 2(r − 4) + 6 = 2r − 2 < 4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
,
for r ≥ 5. Finally if C4 ⊆ G then
c3 ≤ 2(r − 1) < 4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
,
for r ≤ 5. In any of the cases we get a contradiction.
Now we are almost done. If K3 ⊆ C then there can’t be any other edges lest C contain P3 ∪ P2
or a vertex of degree at least 3. If 2P2 ⊆ C then that can’t be all the edges of C for then we’d have
c3 = 4(r − 3) + 4 = 4r − 8 6< 4r − 8. Any additional edge can only between the components of 2P2
else one of P3 ∪ P2 or 3P2 is a subgraph of C. Thus P4 ⊆ C. The existence of any other edge would
produce a forbidden subgraph. Thus the only non-trivial component of C is a K3 or a P4. 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. If N has at most r vertices then N either is not complete or has fewer than r
vertices, so
kr−2(N) ≤ max(kr−2(Kr − e), kr−2(Kr−1)) = max(2r − 3, r − 1) < 4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
,
for r ≥ 3, contradicting our hypotheses. On the other hand if N has r+1 vertices then C = N satisfies
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.5, and we are done. 
Theorem 5.6. For r ≥ 5, fr−1(r + 1, r) = ρr−1(Tr(r + 2)).
Proof. Let G ∈ G(r+1, r) have n vertices. First note that ρr−1(G) ≤ ρr−1(Tr(r+2)) for n ≤ r+2 by
Lemma 3.8.
If v is a perfect vertex of G then we have N(v) ≃ Tr−1(r + 1) which has (since r ≥ 5) r − 3 parts
of size 1 and two parts of size 2. The closed neighborhood N [v] is isomorphic to Tr(r+ 2), which has
r − 2 parts of size 1 and two parts of size 2. Thus
kr−1(v) = kr−1(N(v)) = 4(r − 3) + 2 · 2 = 4r − 8.
Moreover, only perfect vertices have kr−1(v) = 4r − 8. Note that
ρr−1(Tr(r + 2)) =
4(r − 2) + 2 · 2
r + 2
=
4r − 4
r + 2
.
We now split into cases depending on the weights of vertices in G.
Case 5.6.1. G has a perfect vertex v, i.e. one with kr−1(v) = 4r − 8.
The largest clique on the border vertices of N [v] ≃ Tr(r + 2) is a K2. Each border vertex w has
d×(w) ≤ 1. By Lemma 2.7, N [v] is detachable for t = r − 1 ≥ 4, and we are done by induction.
Case 5.6.2. G has a vertex v such that
4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
≤ kr−1(v) < 4r − 8.
Note that N = N(v) has at most r + 1 vertices, contains no r-cliques, and, by hypothesis, satisfies
4r − 16 +
36
r + 2
≤ kr−2(N) < 4r − 8.
Since r ≥ 5 we can apply Lemma 5.4, so N(v) ≃ Kr+1 − K3 or N(v) ≃ Kr+1 − P4. Consider first
the case where N ≃ Kr+2 −K3. The border vertices of N are, in this case form an independent set.
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Each border vertex has at most two cross-edges. By Lemma 2.7, N [v] is detachable for t = r− 1 ≥ 4.
The number of Kr−1’s in N is 1 + 3(r − 1): the first term counts the Kr−1’s not involving the border
vertices, and the second counts the Kr−1’s with exactly one border vertex.
If, on the other hand N ≃ Kr+2 − P4, then the largest clique on the border vertices of N is of size
3. The border vertices w have d×(w) ≤ 2, but at least one of each pair of adjacent border vertices
has d×(w) ≤ 1. By Lemma 2.7, N is detachable for t = r − 1 ≥ 4. The number of Kr−1’s in N is
4 + 3(r − 2): the first term counts the Kr−1’s with exactly one border vertex, and the second counts
the Kr−1’s with exactly two border vertices.
For both possibilities,
ρr−1(N(v)) =
3r − 2
r + 2
<
4r − 4
r + 2
= ρr−1(Tr(r + 2)),
for r > 2. We see that N is suboptimal and detachable, so G is suboptimal.
Case 5.6.3. Every vertex v in G has kr−1(v) < 4r − 16 +
36
r+2 .
By Lemma 2.8,
ρr−1(G) <
4r − 16 + 36
r+2
r − 1
=
4r − 4
r + 2
= ρr−1(Tr(r + 2)),
so G is suboptimal. 
6. Other Values of ∆ and ω
We have seen that for pairs (∆, ω) with (ω − 1)|∆, in the case ∆ = ω, and for the triples (t,∆, ω)
studied in Section 5, the lower bound graphs defined in Section 3 are extremal. In this section we
give examples for which these lower bound graphs are not optimal. In particular we show that none
of f3(2k + 1, 3), f3(5, 4), and f3(6, 5) are attained at L(∆, ω). Moreover we show that the extremal
graphs for ft(5, 4) and ft(6, 5) are not independent of t.
We begin with a lemma that gives an upper bound on ρt(G) if every vertex v with maximum weight
has sufficiently many neighbors that do not have the maximum weight.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a graph with ∆(G) ≤ ∆, and suppose w : V (G) → Z is a function satisfying
(for some t) that
kt(G) =
1
t
∑
v∈V (G)
w(v)
If for all v ∈ V (G) we have w(v) ≤ k, and also every vertex v with w(v) = k has at least ℓ neighbors
u with w(u) ≤ k − 1, then
ρt(G) ≤
1
t
(
k −
ℓ
ℓ+∆
)
.
Proof. Partition the vertices of G into A = {v ∈ V (G) : w(v) = k} and B = {v ∈ V (G) : w(v) ≤
k − 1}, with a = |A| so |B| = n − a. Consider the cross-edges between A and B. Each v ∈ A has at
least ℓ edges to B. The number e(A,B) of edges between vertices in different classes satisfies
aℓ ≤ e(A,B) ≤ ∆(n− a),
so a ≤ n∆/(ℓ+∆). Therefore
kt(G) =
1
t
∑
v∈V (G)
w(v)
≤
1
t
( ∆
ℓ+∆
nk +
ℓ
ℓ+∆
n(k − 1)
)
=
n
t
(
k −
ℓ
ℓ+∆
)
. 
We start by defining a new potentially optimal graph for some values of t,∆, and ω.
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Definition 6.2. Given k ≥ 2 we define BT(k) as follows. First let B˜T(k) be obtained from T2(2k) by
deleting an edge and then joining a new vertex to each of the vertices incident with the edge. Then
we let BT(k) = B˜T(k) ∨ Ik+1. Note that B˜T(k) is triangle-free and BT(k) ∈ G(2k + 1, 3).
We first show that for k = 2, 3 the graph BT(k) ∈ G(2k + 1, 3) has higher triangle density than the
relevant Tura´n graph, T3(3k + 1).
Theorem 6.3. For k = 2, 3,
ρ3(BT(k)) =
(k + 1)(k2 + 1)
3k + 2
> ρ3(T3(3k + 1)),
and in particular f3(2k + 1, 3) > ρ3(T3(3k + 1)).
Proof. First note that any triangle in BT(k) has exactly one edge in B˜T(k) and exactly one vertex in
Ik+1. Therefore
(3k + 2)ρ3(BT(k)) = k3(BT(k)) = (k + 1)e(B˜T(k)) = (k + 1)(k
2 + 1).
For k = 2, 3, we have
ρ3(T3(3k + 1)) =
k2(k + 1)
3k + 1
<
(k + 1)(k2 + 1)
3k + 2
= ρ3(BT(k)).

Conjecture 6.4. We conjecture that for k = 3, f3(2k + 1, 3) = ρ3(BT(k)).
We are able to show that in the case k = 2 the graph BT(2) = C5 ∨ I3 is optimal.
Theorem 6.5. f3(5, 3) = 15/8 = ρ3(BT(2)).
Proof. Let G ∈ G(5, 3). Suppose that G has a perfect vertex v, so N(v) ≃ T2(5) and k3(v) = 6. Let
X = {x1, x2, x3} and Y = {y1, y2} be the parts of N(v). Then we will show k3(xi) ≤ 5 for all i.
Suppose to the contrary that k3(x) = 6 for some x = xi, so N(x) = T2(5). N(x) contains the
independent set Y = {y1, y2}, as well as v, which is adjacent to y1 and y2. The vertex v already has
the maximum degree, so Y cannot be in the part of size 3, and instead is the part of size 2. The vertices
yi then have six neighbors (x1, x2, x3, v, and two more vertices in N(x)), contradicting ∆(G) ≤ 5.
Thus if there is a vertex v with k3(v) = 6, then at least 3 of its neighbors x have k3(x) ≤ 5. Applying
Lemma 6.1 with ∆ = 5, k = 6, ℓ = 3, and t = 3 yields ρ3(G) ≤
15
8 . This upper bound is achieved by
C5 ∨ I3, which has 8 vertices and 15 triangles, 5 at each vertex of I3. If G has no perfect vertex, then
by Lemma 2.8, ρ3(G) ≤
5
3 <
15
8 . 
6.1. Computing f3(5, 4) and f3(6, 5). In the remainder of this section we establish the values of
f3(5, 4) and f3(6, 5). The extremal graphs are rather different, and we are uncertain about how these
results might generalize.
We start with a lemma concerning graphs in G(5, 4).
Lemma 6.6. In a graph G ∈ G(5, 4), every vertex v with k3(v) = 7 has a neighbor x with k3(x) ≤ 5.
Proof. Suppose k3(v) = 7. Then N(v) is a graph with no K4’s, exactly 7 edges on at most 5 (and
hence exactly 5 vertices). There are only three such graphs. This can be seen most easily from their
complements, which have 5 vertices, no I4’s, and 3 edges. No vertex has degree ≥ 3 because then the
other four vertices would form an I4. The graphs with maximum degree at most 2 with 3 edges on 5
vertices are P3 ∪K2, P4 ∪ I1, and K3 ∪ I2.
Case 6.6.1. N(v) = K5 − (P3 ∪K2)
Let x be the vertex at the center of the deleted P3. Consider N(x). It contains a P3 with v in the
center and has at most two more vertices. The two other vertices may be adjacent to each other. Each
of the endpoint vertices of the P3 has degree 4 in N [v] so has at most one edge to these two other
vertices. Therefore k3(x) = e(N(x)) ≤ 5.
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Figure 1. The graph G∗.
Case 6.6.2. N(v) = K5 − P4
Let u be the vertex in N(v) not in the P4, and label the other four vertices w, x, y, z in order
along the P4. Consider N(x). It consists of the triangle {u, v, z} and up to two vertices outside N [v].
The vertex z has four neighbors in N [v] so at most one more edge in N(x), and the vertices u and v
already have degree 5 = ∆(G). Therefore k3(x) = e(N(x)) ≤ 5.
Case 6.6.3. N(v) = K5 −K3
Within N(v), there are three vertices of degree 2 and two vertices of degree 4. Let x be one of the
vertices of degree 2 and y and z be the vertices of degree 4. All of these vertices are also adjacent to v,
so in G, d(y) = d(z) = d(v) = 5 = ∆(G), and we cannot add any edges to v, y, z, or N(v). Consider
N(x). It contains the triangle vyz and has at most two more vertices, which may be adjacent to each
other, but not to v, y, or z. Therefore k3(x) = e(N(x)) ≤ 4. 
The optimal graph for achieving f3(5, 4) is constructed by taking K6 minus a matching of size 2,
and then joining the vertices incident to matching edges to a new vertex. This graph G∗ is illustrated
in Figure 1.
Theorem 6.7. f3(5, 4) = 16/7 = ρ3(G
∗).
Proof. First note that ρ3(G) ≤ ρ3(T4(6)) for all graphs G on at most 6 vertices by Lemma 3.8, and
ρ3(T4(6)) < ρ3(G
∗). Suppose G ∈ G(5, 4) and set n = |V (G)|. We may assume that G attains the
maximum number of triangles among graphs with n vertices in G(5, 4), and further that every edge
of G is in a triangle: any edge of G not in a triangle may be deleted without changing the number of
triangles, the number of vertices, ∆(G) ≤ 5, and ω(G) ≤ 4.
Suppose G has a perfect vertex v, so N(v) ≃ T3(5) and k3(v) = 8. Consider the possible continua-
tions of N [v] ≃ T4(6) in G. The two vertices in parts of size one already have the maximum degree,
5, and 3-weight 8. The four vertices in parts of size two {w, x} and {y, z} have four neighbors in the
T4(6) so may have one more neighbor each. If there is a vertex u ∈ G \N [v] adjacent to any of these
four border vertices, without loss of generality say w, then u must also be adjacent to y or z so that
uw is in a triangle.
If there is at most one triangle containing vertices in both N [v] and G \ N [v], then k3(G) ≤
12 + 1 + 167 (n − 6) <
16
7 n by induction on n. Otherwise, there are at least two triangles containing
vertices in both N [v] and G \ N [v]. If w, x, y, and z have only one neighbor outside N [v], u,
then u must be adjacent to three or four of them. In either case, let H = G[N [v] ∪ {u}]. If u
has three neighbors in N(v), then k3(H) = 14 and u has at most two neighbors outside N [v], so
k3(G) ≤ 14 + 1 +
16
7 (n − 7) <
16
7 n by induction. If u has four neighbors in N(v), then H = G
∗ and
k3(H) = 16. The only border vertex, u, has at most one neighbor outside N [v], so H is detachable,
and ρ3(H) =
16
7 .
The vertices w, x, y, and z cannot have more than two neighbors outside N [v] since every edge is
in a triangle. We have shown that k3(G) ≤
16
7 for every G except when for every perfect vertex v, the
vertices w, x, y, and z have two neighbors outside N [v], t and u. Without loss of generality, G has
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the edges tw, ty, ux, and uz. The vertices t and u may or may not be adjacent. We call C ⊆ V (G) an
8-configuration if C has size 8 and is isomorphic to N [v] ∪ {t, u} described above, where t and u may
or may not be adjacent.
In an 8-configuration C, t and u are the border vertices. They each have at least two neighbors
in C, so at most three neighbors outside C, and no more than three cross-triangles. If H shares a
border vertex with another 8-configuration, then that border vertex has only one cross-triangle. Then
k3(G[C]) = 14 and k3(G) ≤ 14 + 3 + 1 +
16
7 (n − 8) <
16
7 n. Therefore we may assume every border
vertex of an 8-configuration is in only one 8-configuration.
Assign a weight to each vertex v in G by
w(v) =


k3(v) + 2 if v is a border vertex of an 8-configuration
6 if k3(v) = 8, i.e. v is perfect
k3(v) otherwise.
We have assumed that every perfect vertex v is in an 8-configuration. Each 8-configuration has two
perfect vertices and two border vertices, so
k3(G) =
1
3
∑
v∈V (G)
k3(v) =
1
3
∑
v∈V (G)
w(v).
A border vertex u of an 8-configuration has k3(u) ≤ 4, so w(u) ≤ 6. Every vertex v with w(v) = 7
has k3(v) = 7 so by Lemma 6.6 has a neighbor x with k3(x) ≤ 6 and w(x) ≤ 6. Using the function w,
t = 3, ∆ = 5, ℓ = 1, and k = 7, Lemma 6.1 gives ρ3(G) ≤
41
18 <
16
7 . 
Finally we determine f3(6, 5), which is in fact attained by a graph having no K5’s at all!
Theorem 6.8. f3(6, 5) = 4 = ρ3(T4(8)).
Proof. First note that ρ3(G) ≤ ρ3(T5(7)) for all graphs G on at most 7 vertices by Lemma 3.8, and
ρ3(T5(7)) < ρ3(T4(8)). Suppose G has a perfect vertex v, so N(v) ≃ T4(6) and k3(v) = 13. Then
N [v] ≃ T5(7). The vertices in the parts of size 1 all are perfect. The border vertices are the vertices
in the parts of size 2. Any border vertex x has in its neighborhood a T4(5) from N [v] and at most one
more vertex, which cannot be adjacent to the perfect vertices inN [v]. Therefore k3(x) = e(N(x)) ≤ 11.
We call C ⊆ V (G) a configuration if G[C] ≃ T5(7). Assign a weight to each vertex v in G by
w(v) =


12 if k3(v) = 13, i.e. v is perfect
k3(v) +
3
4 if v is a border vertex of a configuration
k3(v) otherwise.
A border vertex x of a configuration can have at most one cross-edge and cannot have a perfect
neighbor y outside the configuration. If it did, then it would also have to share some of y’s neighbors,
since in N [y] ≃ T5(7) every vertex has degree at least five, contradicting d(x) ≤ 6. Therefore the
configurations are disjoint, with three perfect vertices for every four border vertices of configurations,
and
k3(G) =
1
3
∑
v∈V (G)
k3(v) =
1
3
∑
v∈V (G)
w(v).
Observe that w(v) ≤ 12 for all v since the border vertices of configurations x have k3(x) ≤ 11, so
1
3
∑
v∈V (G) w(v) ≤ 4n and ρ3(G) ≤ 4. If G contains a perfect vertex, then in addition there must be
some vertex v (in its configuration) with w(v) < 12, and ρ3(G) < 4. This upper bound is achieved by
T4(8), which has k3(v) = 12 for every vertex v. 
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7. Open Problems
The results of this paper can be summarized in the table below, where each entry indicates the
section in which the extremal graph is determined. For results from Sections 3 and 4 the extremal
graphs are the same for each 3 ≤ t ≤ ω. From Section 5 our results determine only fr−1(r+ 1, r) and
fr(r + 1, r).
∆
ω 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 3 6 3 3 3
4 3 4 6 3 3
5 3 4 6 3
6 3 4 5 3
7 3 4 5
8 3 4 5
9 3 4 5
10 3 4
Of course, we would like to complete the entire table for all t. Given the (ω − 1)-periodicity of the
results of Section 3, it might be possible to generalize the results of Section 4 to find ft(a(r− 1)+1, r)
for integers a > 1, or the results of Section 5 to find ft(a(r− 1) + 2, r) for integers a > 1 and t = r− 1
or r. The upper and lower bounds appear to be closer for smaller values of ∆ mod ω − 1.
In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we found that the extremal graphs were all the lower bound graph L(∆, ω)
from Section 3, of the form Tω(∆ + a), where a = ⌊
∆
ω−1⌋. However, we also identified triples (t,∆, ω)
where Tω(∆ + a) is not extremal. For (3, 5, 3), (3, 5, 4), and (3, 6, 5), we determined the extremal
graphs. Theorem 6.3 gives a graph in G(7, 3) that has more triangles per vertex than L(7, 3). Is this
graph extremal? What conditions on (t,∆, ω) would imply that Tω(∆ + a) is or is not extremal?
When restricting ω(G) but not ∆(G), Zykov’s Theorem shows that the same graphs maximize
the number of cliques of every size. Similarly, when restricting ∆(G) but not ω(G), Gan, Loh, and
Sudakov conjecture that the same graphs maximize the number of cliques of every size t ≥ 3, and this
conjecture has been proven in significant cases. A corollary of the Kruskal-Katona Theorem shows
that among graphs on m edges, the colex graph C(m) maximizes the number of cliques of every size.
It is surprising then that for some pairs (∆, ω), namely (5, 4) and (6, 5), our extremal graphs are not
the same for every t. It would be nice to determine when one graph works for all t.
Finally, we have not established even that for all relevant values of t,∆, and ω there is a graph G
achieving ρt(G) = ft(∆, ω). We would like to prove the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7.1. For all t ≥ 3 and 3 ≤ ω ≤ ∆ + 1 there exists a graph G ∈ G(∆, ω) such that
ρt(G) = ft(∆, ω).
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